PRE-AWARD
Funding searches, budget development, proposal preparation/submission, contract preparation/negotiation/acceptance, and IRB/IACUC.
978-3285 | proposals@wichita.edu | wichita.edu/research

DIRECTOR, PRE-AWARD
Karen Davis

PROPOSALS & CONTRACTS
Fran Cook
Crystal Deselms
Lisa Haggard
Caleb Loss
Jessica Morton
Deneé Clifford (Proposals only)

FUNDING SEARCHES
Sarah Haug

IRB/IACUC
Katie Williams
Linda Steinacher

POST-AWARD
Grant set-up, budget uploads, billing, accounts payable/receivable, research payroll and grant reporting.
978-3285 | wichita.edu/research

DIRECTOR, POST-AWARD
Lois Tatro

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, POST AWARD & GRANT REPORTING
Amy Delgado

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/GRANT SET-UP
Sarah Hunt
Kathy Riker

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/BILLING
Marsha Olson

LAB RATE DEVELOPMENT
Md Gofur

RESEARCH PAYROLL
Tamara Atwater
Kay Boyd
Sandy Lopez
Nancy Mueller

WSU VENTURES
Intellectual property invention disclosures, industry engagement (including small businesses and start-ups) and commercialization of WSU intellectual property.
978-5363 | wsuventures@wichita.edu | wsuventures.org

DIRECTOR, WSU VENTURES
Mark Torline

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & CONTRACTS
Becky Hundley

STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS
Alan Goodnight

STRATEGIC UNIVERSITY INITIATIVES
Debbie Franklin

BUSINESSES & INDUSTRY LIAISON
Sherry Gegen

COMPLIANCE
Import/Export compliance, Financial Conflict of Interest, Conflict of Interest
978-6793 | compliance@wichita.edu | wichita.edu/compliance

DIRECTOR OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & RESEARCH COMPLIANCE
Becky Hundley

COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST
Nancy Farber
Penny Mann

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST
Sherry Alexander